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Just For You Piano
Simply Beautiful Piano is a collection of some of the most beautiful pop standards ever
written. Preston Keys has written easy arrangements that sound lush, elegant, and
sophisticated, yet are surprisingly playable. Titles: As Time Goes By * Days of Wine and
Roses * Fly Me to the Moon * Love Is Here to Stay * More Than You Know * Someone
to Watch Over Me * Taking a Chance on Love * Waltz for Debby * When I Fall in Love *
and more.
Learning the piano can be both fun and easy. Professional pianist Evan A. Copp takes
students through the basics—from choosing an instrument to playing favorite songs.
Starting with the absolute basics of posture and proper hand placement, this easy-to-use
guide progresses through reading basic musical notation, playing simple songs, and
learning scales and music theory all the way up to techniques for playing by ear and with
a group of musicians. This guide features: Easy-to-follow instructions for beginners The
basics of reading music notation Tips on finding the right teacher Exercises to help build
up skill level The accompanying CD provides audio examples every step of the way, so
students can hear exactly how each practice piece should sound. Filled with clear, stepby-step instructions, finger position diagrams, music examples, and tons of professional
tips, this guide will have students playing their favorite songs in no time at all!
The solo piano series Just for You was one of Dennis Alexander's first publications with
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Alfred and has remained one of his best-selling series. Just for Two features duet
versions of many favorites from each book of the original series. Students will enjoy
making music together with these duets that are "twice the fun" as the originals. Titles: *
Celebration! * Cinnamon Popcorn! * Dance with Me * Scottish Dance * Sour Lemons! *
Strolling Along * Spooks from Mars * Tally-Ho March
(Piano Solo Songbook). 100 pop and classical standards that every piano player should
master, including: Air on the G String * Bridge over Troubled Water * Canon in D * Clair
de Lune * Fields of Gold * Fur Elise * I Dreamed a Dream * I Will Always Love You *
Imagine * Lullaby of Birdland * Memory * Misty * Moon River * On My Own * Over the
Rainbow * The Shadow of Your Smile * Smile * Stardust * Summertime * Sunrise,
Sunset * Time After Time * Unexpected Song * The Way You Look Tonight * We've Only
Just Begun * What a Wonderful World * Yesterday * You Raise Me Up * Your Song *
and more!
Just for You, Book 2
Especially for Girls
John W. Schaum Piano Course, C: The Purple Book
A Collection of 8 Piano Duets in a Variety of Styles and Moods Specially Written to
Inspire, Motivate, and Entertain
The Stuff Your Teacher Never Taught You
Just for You and Me
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A Collection of 10 Piano Solos in a Wide Variety of Styles and Moods Specially Written
to Inspire, Motivate, and Entertain
Piano Lessons Just for You is a book of songs with illustrations for
all families or teachers with small children.
Hidden within all of the 10 innovative piano solos in each volume are
scales---sometimes ascending, sometimes descending---in one or both
hands. What makes each book "Not Just Another Scale Book," however, is
the accompanying CD that features wonderfully orchestrated background
tracks. Book 1 features pieces written in both major and minor keys up
to two sharps or flats. Book 2 has pieces written in major and minor
keys using three to seven sharps. The pieces in Book 3 are written in
major and minor keys using three to seven flats.
(Easy Piano Songbook). Blues fans can get started playing their
favorite tunes with this collection of 50 songs in easy piano format
with lyrics. Songs include: Ain't No Sunshine * All Blues * Basin
Street Blues * Cross Road Blues (Crossroads) * Every Day I Have the
Blues * Fever * I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good * Is You Is, or Is
You Ain't (Ma' Baby) * Kansas City * Night Train * Pride and Joy *
Route 66 * St. Louis Blues * Stormy Weather (Keeps Rainin' All the
Time) * Sweet Home Chicago * The Thrill Is Gone * and more.
(Schott). It is no secret that the majority of piano owners, in
addition to playing classical music, would also like to play popular
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standards and pop songs, just like the piano player in a bar or
cocktail lounge does, improvising and going from one tune to another.
Here, finally, you hold in your hands an absolutely new and simple
method that will enable you to fulfill your secret wish to improvise
at the piano, completely by ear.
If You Ever Want to Bring a Piano to the Beach, Don't!
The Everything Piano Book with CD
Judy Carmichael You Can Play Authentic Stride Piano
10 Innovative Piano Solos Using Major and Minor Scales, Intermediate
Play Piano by Ear
Just for Two, Book 1
Schaum Pop Favorites, B: The Blue Book

Learn how to read music, play with both hands at the same time, play chords
and scales, as well as many more exciting piano techniques!.
Two wonderful collections of the best and most favorite piano sheet music solos
by Dennis Alexander. Book 1 is for elementary to late-elementary pianists, while
Book 2 contains solos at the early-intermediate to intermediate level.
Beginning teen piano players want to sound good right away. Beginning teen
piano players also want to sound cool... right away. Unfortunately, most
beginning piano music is composed with the developmental abilities of young
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children in mind... which means beginning teen piano players will not sound
cool anytime soon. But that's about to change! With WunderKeys Rock
Repertoire we are revolutionizing piano music for teen beginners. You will not
find Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star, My Bonnie Lies Over The Ocean, or Mary Had
A Little Lamb in this book. Instead, you will find rock-infused music written just
for teens in their first year of piano lessons. The 14 piano pieces in WunderKeys
Rock Repertoire For Teen Beginners are set in the C 5-Finger Scale and are
accompanied by full teacher duets to create an inspiring musical experience. If
your teen beginners are uninspired with "too young" music or "too boring"
music, surprise them with WunderKeys Rock Repertoire. Upcoming releases in
the WunderKeys Rock Repertoire book series include: WunderKeys Rock
Repertoire For Teen Beginners: Piano Pieces In Middle C Position WunderKeys
Rock Repertoire For Teen Beginners: Piano Pieces In The G 5-Finger Scale
Creating big sounds over a wide range of the piano keyboard is thrilling for
young students, regardless of gender. After completing his book Especially for
Boys, Dennis Alexander was inspired to create this late elementary companion
volume, Especially for Girls. While girls certainly enjoy playing tender and
romantic pieces, just as many enjoy playing pieces with robust sounds and
exciting rhythms-this dynamic collection offers all of the above! A great way to
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help younger students broaden their musical horizons.
For Late Elementary to Early Intermediate Piano
Accelerated Piano Adventures for the Older Beginner Theory
First 50 Blues Songs You Should Play on the Piano
Floyd Cramer
Piano Pieces in the C 5-Finger Scale ¦ with Teacher Duets
Just for You, Bk 4
Play Easy Piano Songs with just One Hand
Continuing the incredible popularity of Alfred's Basic Adult Piano Course,
this new book adapts the same friendly and informative style for adults
who wish to teach themselves. With the study guide pages that have been
added to introduce the music, it's almost like having a piano teacher
beside you as you learn the skills needed to perform popular and familiar
music. There are also five bonus pieces: At Last * Have Yourself a Merry
Little Christmas * Laura * Over the Rainbow * Singin' in the Rain.
Included is a recording containing the piano part and an engaging
arrangement for each of the 65 musical examples. 192 pages.
The exciting pieces in these collections are designed to entertain,
reinforce and enhance the important music and technical skills being
studied during the early levels. Students will develop their own magical
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imaginations with the repertoire contained in this series.
The contents of this book have been personally selected by Dennis
Alexander as some of his all-time favorite sheet music solos. Many of the
solos are among the most requested by piano teachers and students alike.
The varied styles of each piece makes this book a valuable supplement to
most piano methods. This book contains 10 elementary to late elementary
pieces including: * Apache Braves * Entrada in G Major * Imperial
Sonatina * The Lost Troubadour * March King * Old Daddy Longlegs *
Shout It Out! * Springboard * A Very Happy Song! * Who's That Knockin'?
Now, you can play stride piano, even if you've never attempted it before.
Judy Carmichael, one of the world's top stride performers, will show you
how it's done. You've seen her on television, the Internet, at festivals, and
in clubs, and now she'll share her secrets with you! You'll begin with
Carmichael's tips and practice drills, which will get your fingers moving
across the keyboard more easily than you ever thought possible, followed
by her stride renditions of some of the world's most beloved standards.
You'll learn by listening with the 14 audio tracks on the enclosed CD.
These are performances of exactly what's notated on the pages. The fun
and challenge of learning stride piano will push your playing to incredible
new heights. Titles: Judy Carmichael's Stride Exercises * Ain't Misbehavin'
* Ain't She Sweet * Christopher Columbus * Honeysuckle Rose * I Got
Rhythm * I Would Do Anything for You * Jive at Five * Lazy River * Little
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Rock Getaway * Love Is Just Around the Corner * Nagasaki * Oh! Lady Be
Good * Old Fashioned Love * Rosetta.
Level 2B - Sightreading Book
Teach Yourself How to Play Famous Piano Songs, Read Music, Theory and
Technique (Book and Streaming Video Lessons)
From popular songs to clasical music - learn to play in no time
10 of His Original Piano Solos
Simply Beautiful Piano
For Elementary Piano
Simply Sensational!, Book 1

This book is for adults who are absolute beginners in music. You don’t have to read
sheet music or have any kind of musical background. No previous knowledge is necessary.
None at all. If you don’t know musical notes well, you can PLAY BY LETTER. There
are 7 sections and 43 songs. All songs are adapted for beginners and can be played with
just one hand. Some songs in this book have several versions, with one of them being
more advanced. This will allow you to see how the same melody can be played in
different keys. Whatever your age, it is never too late to begin to play the piano (or any
keyboard instrument). For middle-aged people, learning a musical instrument can be a
great digital detox, and it also can unlock the door to a new interest or forgotten
emotions. Songs from Around the World Lost My Gold Ring Cherry Blossom Au Clair
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de la Lune Gretel, Pastetel A Ram Sam Sam Debka Hora La Cucaracha Oh Susannah
Traditional Kids Songs Skip, Skip, Skip to My Lou This Old Man Baby Bumble Bee
Rain, Rain, Go Away It's Raining Row Row Your Boat Itsy Bitsy Spider Happy Birthday
Ring Around the Rosie Christmas Songs Jolly Old Saint Nicholas We Wish You a Merry
Christmas Jingle Bells The First Noel Amazing Grace Silent Night Nursery Rhyme Songs
London Bridge Mary Had a Little Lamb Do You Know the Muffin Man? Humpty
Dumpty Cobbler, Mend My Shoe Little Jack Horner Classic composer songs Beethoven
Ode to Joy Brahms. Lullaby Mozart. 3 Songs on One Melody Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star Baa Baa Black Sheep Alphabet Song Repetitive Songs My Hat I like to Eat (Apples
and Bananas) Ten Little Fingers The Bear Went Over the Mountain The Wheels on the
Bus Old Mother Hubbard Play Songs in Different Keys Hot Cross Buns Are You
Sleeping Old McDonald
The second book in the New York Times bestselling series that began with If You Ever
Want to Bring an Alligator to School, Don't! is another uproarious cautionary tale about
things that DON'T belong together! If your mom says to get ready to play at the beach,
she means with a boat, or a Frisbee, or a shovel. She is NOT talking about the piano. But
Magnolia is a little girl with a big idea, determination, and one very heavy upright piano
that, she insists, she needs to take with her. What's the worst that can happen? In a
riotous series of mishaps, Magnolia quickly learns that--not surprisingly--a piano doesn't
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mix well with sand, sun, and seagulls!
Each book in this new series contains arrangements and original pieces that provide
beautiful, rich harmonies, numerous patterns that easily fit the hands and lyrical melodies
that speak to the heart. These sophisticated books are the perfect supplement for any
adult method book and include a wealth of motivational repertoire. Titles: * Danny Boy
(Londonderry Air) * Distant Memories * Downtown Boogie * Lots o' Blues * Midnight
Rag * Simple Gifts * Sonata Pathétique (Theme from the 2nd Movement) * Song
Without Words * Starbeams * Thinking of You * Valsette
A series of books that meet the challenge of providing students with fun music that makes
practicing enjoyable as well as being entertaining for the listener. Three volumes of lyrical
waltzes, romantic ballads, lively rags and swinging jazz pieces spanning elementary
through intermediate grades.
The Pop Piano Book
How to Really Play the Piano
Not Just Another Scale Book
Teach Yourself Famous Piano Solos and Easy Piano Sheet Music, Vivaldi, Handel,
Music Theory, Chords, Scales, Exercises
Simply Arranged, Must-Know Collection of Blues Favorites
WunderKeys Rock Repertoire for Teen Beginners
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Piano Book for Adult Beginners
Sixteen timeless country and pop classics transcribed from the
recordings. Includes: A six-song medley of Hank Williams hits *
Always on My Mind * For the Good Times * Georgia on My Mind * Root
Beer Rag * Time in a Bottle and, of course, Last Date.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). Good sightreading skill is a powerful
asset for the developing musician. Carefully composed variations of
the Level 2B Lesson Book pieces help the student see the "new"
against the backdrop of the "familiar." Fun, lively characters
instruct students and motivate sightreading with a spirit of
adventure and fun.
Just for You, Book 2For Late Elementary to Early Intermediate
PianoAlfred Music
This Richard Bradley collection is jam packed with 90 titles
featuring well-known pop hits, movie songs, TV themes, classics,
patriotic pieces, and standards. Titles include: Also Sprach
Zarathustra * The Battle Hymn of the Republic * Canon in D * Dance
with My Father * ER (Main Theme) * FA1/4r Elise (Main Theme) * The
Game of Love * How Do I Live * I Don't Want to Miss a Thing * Just
You, Just Me * King of the Hill * Lullaby * Misty * The Notebook
(Main Title) * Over the Rainbow * The Pink Panther * The Rose * The
Stars and Strips Forever * There You'll Be * Up Where We Belong * The
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West Wing (Main Title) * Yankee Doodle and more.
Alfred's Self-teaching Adult Piano Course
Piano Solos
A Collection of 8 Piano Duets in a Variety of Styles and Moods
Specially Written to Inspire, Motivate, and Entertain, Book 3
Intermediate
11 Intermediate Motivating Piano Solos for Older Students
Beginner Piano Book for all Ages
Piano Book for Kids 5 and Up - Beginner Level
Bradley's New Giant Piano Library
This collection of Christmas favorites will delight advanced pianists.
It includes both sacred and secular popular titles, and each piece
features the rich harmonies and intriguing rhythms that are a part of
Dennis Alexander's signature style. A delightful variety of tempos and
moods is found throughout. Titles: Blue Christmas * Feliz Navidad *
The Gift * Home for the Holidays * Let There Be Peace on Earth * Mary,
Did You Know? * Mele Kalikimaka * Mistletoe and Holly * Rockin' Around
the Christmas Tree * Santa Baby.
The solo piano series Just for You was one of Dennis Alexander's first
publications with Alfred and has remained one of his best-selling
series. In Just for Two, Dennis has created duet versions of many
favorites from each book of the original series. Students will enjoy
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making music together with these duets that are "twice the fun" as the
originals. Titles: Downright Cute! * Judy's Waltz * Jumpin' the
Ivories * Just for You * Nocturne in E-flat Major * Raggedy Rag.
"Judy's Waltz," "Jumpin' the Ivories," "Nocturne in E-flat Major," and
"Raggedy Rag" are Federation Festivals 2014-2016 selections.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). Correlated to go along with the 12 units of
the Accelerated Piano Adventures for the Older Beginner Lesson Book,
this book provides valuable reinforcement of theory, concepts through
writing, sightreading, and ear training activities.
(Piano). Any true fan of the Dan know that Donald Fagen's wizardry on
the keys is as unique as his voice, and just as eccentric. This book
in the Just the Riffs series culls more than 65 great riffs from Can't
Buy a Thrill through Two Against Nature and transcribes them note-fornote, just as Fagen played them. Includes riffs from: Babylon Sisters
* Black Cow * The Boston Rag * Cousin Dupree * Deacon Blues * Do It
Again * Gaucho * Green Earrings * Hey Nineteen * Josie * Kid
Charlemagne * Reeling in the Years * Rikki Don't Lose That Number *
Time Out of Mind * and more.
Just Me and My Piano
Popular Performer -- a Christmas Just for You
100 of the Most Beautiful Piano Solos Ever (Songbook)
Piano Lessons Just for You
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Just the Way You Are Sheet Music
Steely Dan - Just the Riffs for Piano
Easy to Play Arrangements That Make You Sound Great
This interactive book and streaming video course is all that kids will ever need for getting started
playing the most famous and cherished piano classics and having fun learning piano! Piano
Professor Damon Ferrante provides children a complete foundation in the study of the piano. Its
easy, colorful, and upbeat learning style enables the young beginner student to think, feel, and
develop musically. Learn play the piano and read music through playing famous and beautiful songs
and pieces. Along the way, there are jokes, illustrations, and characters that make learning exciting
and engaging. No Music Reading Required. Learn how to read music with this book! Based on over
twenty-five years of piano teaching experience, Damon Ferrante's piano books are used by thousands
of piano students and teachers. Piano Book for Kids 5 & Up will greatly improve your child's piano
technique, song repertoire, creativity, and understanding of music. The following great music is
covered in this book and streaming video course: * Ode to Joy by Beethoven * Amazing Grace *
Happy Birthday * Jingle Bells * Yankee Doodle * When the Saints Go Marching In * Scarborough
Fair * Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star * Mary had a Little Lamb * Take Me Out to the Ballgame *
Michael, Row the Boat Ashore * House of the Rising Sun * This Little Light of Mine * Home on the
Range * Shenandoah *And Many More Great Songs and Pieces! Scroll up to get your copy today!
? Buy the Paperback Version and Get the Kindle Version for Free ? The piano is a great instrument
for anyone looking to learn a little more about music. It's arguably the easiest to learn and most
straightforward when it comes to learning notes or reading music. Whatever brought you around to
the idea of playing the piano, use that as fuel on your journey to becoming a great pianist. This book
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is an excellent resource for all adult beginners who aren't quite sure where to start the learning
process. It's full of helpful tips, resources, and song suggestions that will help guide you through the
initial stages of learning an instrument. It even gives an overview of basic music theory to get you
started, and it includes a crash course on classical composers and music. Not everyone is a fan of the
classics, but this book is still for you! It also includes some contemporary song suggestions and even
some piano pop songs that are easy to learn at any level. You can use this book in a variety of ways
based on your needs. If you're simply considering taking up the piano, then use this book as a peek
behind the curtain of music. You can see what's required and what you'll need to learn. If you've
decided that you want to learn, but aren't quite sure what's next, use this book as a guide to help you
along your self-taught path to piano stardom. Learning piano as an adult can be much different than
learning as a child, so don't do it alone! Pick up this book as your go-to resource for skills,
techniques, and suggestions that can get you playing all of your favorite songs in no time. There's
information for everyone in these pages and even tips on how to move past the beginner phase into
the intermediate piano.
(Piano). This cutting-edge keyboard method is a total step-by-step approach to creating keyboard
parts spontaneously. Rhythmic and harmonic concepts are applied in all keys, and are then used as a
basis for developing specific solutions in rock, pop, ballad, funk, new age, country and gospel styles.
Endorsed by Grammy winners, top educators, and Keyboard magazine.
Sophisticated works for the late elementary to early intermediate level teenage and adult students with
titles such as "Full Moon Rising," "Just Us," "Yesterday's Dreams" and more. The pieces sound
"bigger than they are" and span a wide range of the keyboard. After learning several of the pieces in
these books, students will feel, as well as sound, simply sensational!
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The Magic of Music, Book 1
Alfred's premier piano course
Especially for Adults, Book 2
The New, Easy and Fun Way to Teach Yourself to Play
Dennis Alexander's Favorite Solos, Book 1
Just for You, Book 1
The fourth book in this popular series contains 10 solos written in a variety of styles and
moods. Entertaining for the performer and listener, this volume contains lyrical waltzes,
romantic ballads, lively rags and swinging jazz pieces.
Beautifully presented and intelligently paced, the Lesson Books combine unusually attractive
music and lyrics. The books feature note reading, rhythm reading, sight-reading and technical
workouts. Each piece on the CD was recorded at a performance tempo and a slower practice
tempo. The music from this book is available in the Piano Maestro app that's downloadable at
http: //app.appsflyer.com/id604699751?pid=web&c=alfred. Learn more About JoyTunes, the
maker of Piano Maestro at http:
//teachers.joytunes.com/?jt&utm_source=alfred&utm_campaign=web. To access the TNT
recordings, visit: alfred.com/ppcdownloads.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord
frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal
line.
The pieces in this series are long-time favorites that have appeal for pianists of all ages. Very
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carefully correlated to standard piano method levels, each book contains arrangements that
are musically appropriate to that level. The arrangements are teacher friendly, even for the
teacher who is reluctant to add pop music to the curriculum. And the series is student friendly
-- there will be willing practice! Titles: * Begin the Beguine * Evergreen * I Only Have Eyes for
You * Stairway to Heaven * 'S Wonderful * Star Wars (Main Title) * Tea for Two * Theme from
A Summer Place * The Thorn Birds (Main Theme) * The Wind Beneath My Wings * Your
Smiling Face.
Learn to Play Famous Piano Songs, Easy Pieces and Fun Music, Piano Technique, Music
Theory and How to Read Music (Book and Streaming Video Lessons)
The Best of Dennis Alexander, Book 1
6 Entertaining Piano Duets for Late Elementary to Early Intermediate Studens for All Ages
Just for Two
Just for You
Piano Adventures

A time-honored tradition just got better! The John W. Schaum Piano Course
has been newly revised with 100 percent new engravings and typesetting,
highlighting for concept emphasis, updated song titles and lyrics, and
illustrations.
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